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INTRODUCTION

O

ver the recent years, the European Parliament’s Eurobarometer survey has been regularly
monitoring citizens’ perceptions on European Union action in a broad range of policy areas.

The aim of this exercise is to shed light on whether citizens are aware that the EU has ‘delivered’ in
the areas that matter most to them - and in which of these areas citizens would wish the European
Union to intervene more or less in the future.
Since the economic and financial crisis, European citizens have increasingly become aware that decisions
taken by the European institutions would affect them immediately and touch their daily lives. Developments on both the international and European stage, e.g. the rise in power and influence of both China
and Russia or the ongoing Brexit negotiations, lead citizens to understand and support the value of joint
European action instead of individual national responses.
In a series of questions asked throughout several survey waves since 2016, the European Parliament’s
Eurobarometer traces the development of this public support for joint European action as well as the
rising awareness of citizens that the European Union is indeed delivering for them in the areas that matter
most to them.
The first set of questions deals with citizens’ perception of current EU action in an array of fifteen policy areas and with their expectations for future EU intervention regarding the same list of topics. Independently
of how knowledgeable European respondents are about the activities and powers of the EU, this survey
measures to which degree Europeans would experience EU action in any given field as excessive, insufficient or adequate. Going a step further, respondents express themselves as to whether the EU should
intervene more, less or to the same level than today.
Results show in almost all EU Member States an increased awareness of citizens about policy and action
delivered by the EU in many fields. More and more respondents see the EU acting adequately in a range
of priority policies, such as the fight against terrorism or the protection of external borders. At the same
time, these in part highly significant developments decrease the large proportion of those who consider
that the EU is not doing enough. This is the case when it comes to migration issues, the fight against
unemployment or tax fraud. The ‘look back’ in evaluating and appreciating EU action in the tested domains
is therefore important to note for two reasons: Whereas a majority still considers that the EU is not doing
enough, a significantly growing share of citizens perceives that it is doing about right.
And while there are several policy areas where a majority of respondents already today finds that EU action
is adequate (e.g. equal treatment between men and women, energy supply and energy security, industrial
or foreign policy), a clear majority of citizens keep on calling for more Europe in the future in nearly all
policy areas tested.
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This survey is not a policy evaluation tool as such. It means to deliver a reliable picture of public opinion in
all EU Member States when it comes to assessing whether and where citizens actually feel that the EU has
delivered for them. Observing the national context is key for a correct reading of the results, as European
averaged results would hide the manifold nuances in national situations - and also because, as is the case
for all Eurobarometer surveys of this kind, the six most populated EU countries statistically account for
more than 70% of the EU28 average weight.
For this reason, the structure of this study puts a high emphasis on describing the national evolutions from
2016 to 2018, breaking down the results country by country. The first part of this study therefore gives only
a brief overview on the general EU situation, aiming to group countries with similar results or interests. In
addition, this section discusses how citizens want new European initiatives and policies to be developed:
Results show that citizens are equally balanced between those who would prefer some Member States to
move forward without waiting for the others to be ready and those who want to wait for all to be ready
and to launch new policy developments together.
A different and very clear picture emerges when it comes to the way the EU should react to significant
international events impacting on the European Union. A clear majority of European citizens want the EU
to speak with one voice and act together. This is the case for dealing with the rising power and influence
of Russia or China, this holds true also for dealing with the US-Presidency of Donald Trump. Last, but not
least, an absolute majority in 27 Member States also thinks that their countries’ interests would be better
taken into account by acting jointly with the other EU Member States with regard to the ongoing Brexit
negotiations.
The second part of the study presents national factsheets for all 28 Member States examining the major
evolutions in the perception/expectation responses over the past two years. These factsheets are putting
specific policies tested in perspective with the specific national situation, highlighting the priorities expected by citizens and specific sensitive actions according to their national background.
All results are coming from the larger survey “Democracy on the move, European elections: one year to go”
that was carried out by Kantar Public on 11-22 April 2018 for the European Parliament. The first part of the
report was published on 23 May 2018, just one year before the European elections of 2019, and is available
online1.

1

http://www.europarl.europa.eu/at-your-service/en/be-heard/eurobarometer/eurobarometer-2018-democracy-on-the-move
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DELIVERING ON EUROPE - THE OVERALL PICTURE

S

ince 2016, European citizens share their perceptions and expectations concerning European
Union action in the framework of the European Parliament Eurobarometer surveys. Respond-

ents evaluate a broad range of fifteen policy areas with a view to whether they see ongoing EU
action as rather adequate or insufficient and, in a second step, whether they would like the EU to
be more or less active in these areas in the future.
Distinguishing clearly between these two categories is important: The perception question measures citizens’ awareness of ongoing EU action or, to put it differently, the degree of ‘delivery by the EU’ as perceived
by citizens. The expectation question, on the other hand, provides policy makers with a view as to how
much citizens want the EU to intervene in these policy areas in the future.

Europe delivers, citizens find
Combining both questions and their development since 2016, this study aims to show that more and
more citizens see the European Union delivering on areas that matter most to them. At the same time, the
call of European citizens for more EU action in many of these policy fields becomes equally clear.
In 2018, for six out of the fifteen policy areas more respondents found current EU action rather adequate
than insufficient. These areas concerns ‘equal treatment of men and women’, ‘energy supply and energy
security’, ‘industrial policy’, ‘foreign policy’, economic policy’ and ‘agriculture’. In 2016, only for two areas,
namely ‘equal treatment of men and women’ and ‘energy supply and energy security’, a relative majority of
respondents found then current EU action adequate.
In the same vein, a positive development registers when looking at policy areas where respondents describe EU action as insufficient: In 2016, for nearly two-thirds of the tested policy areas an absolute majority
of respondents on EU average found EU action insufficient. This number has reduced to six out of fifteen
policy areas in 2018, namely migration, tax fraud, unemployment, terrorism, the protection of external
borders and the environment. Moreover, these six areas return both the highest decrease in respondents
evaluating EU action as insufficient and the highest increase in citizens describing EU action in these fields
as adequate compared to 2016.
Moving from the assessment of current EU action to future expectations for the same policy areas, the
ranking of expectations for more EU action also matches the policy areas citizens wish to see debated as
a priority in the upcoming European elections campaign. Respondents name the fight against terrorism
and unemployment as the areas they want the EU most to do more - and they would like to see these
topics also at the heart of the election campaign.
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This chapter shall illustrate the combined analysis of ‘delivery assessment’ and future expectations on the
top items most cited by respondents. The fight against terrorism, the fight against unemployment and the
protection of the environment are the three policy areas where, on EU average, more than three-quarters
of respondents call for more EU intervention in the future. Compared to 2016 no significant change in
expectations can be registered, with the slight exception of the fight against terrorism (-3 percentage
points since 2016), making these the citizens’ top priorities for the years to come.
The important change, however, comes into play when looking at the respondents’ evaluation of current
EU action in these areas. 32% of respondents, a significant increase of 9 percentage points compared
to 2016, see the EU’s fight against terrorism as adequate. 29% of respondents say the same about the
fight against unemployment, an equally significant increase of 6 percentage points. At the same time, the
number of respondents assessing the EU’s fight against terrorism as insufficient went down to 57% by 12
percentage points. For the fight against unemployment, a decrease of 10 percentage points from 69% to
59% in 2018 registers.

for future intervention of EU action:
Q Expectations
Evolution from 2016 to 2018

Source: Eurobarometer 85.1 (‘Europeans in 2016’, June 2016) and Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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These and similar changes in other policy areas tested over the past two years clearly illustrate that European citizens are increasingly aware that the EU is delivering on their behalf. The protection of external
borders is another domain in which EU action is deemed right by an increasing proportion of respondents
(+9 p.p.) whereas the proportion of those who think that the EU is not doing enough decreased by 11
points.
The same trend applies to the issue of migration: While this is the policy area with the least number of respondents seeing current EU action as adequate (26%), an increase of 7 points compared to 2016 registers
while 8 percentage points less see it as insufficient (-8). The fight against unemployment and the issue of
tax fraud show the same development: Respondents perceiving current European action as insufficient
become less by 10 and 9 points respectively, while the number of respondents who consider it adequate
has increased significantly by 6 and 5 points respectively compared to 2016.

of current EU action:
Q Perceptions
Evolution from 2016 to 2018

Source: Eurobarometer 85.1 (‘Europeans in 2016’, June 2016) and Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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Growing awareness with regard to European action on security issues
In a range of countries, citizens mainly acknowledge current EU intervention as adequate on policy areas
surrounding the general aspect of security.
In Austria, 44% (+19) find that the EU’s action is adequate when it comes to the fight against terrorism,
whereas 46% (-21) find it insufficient. Results show a similar trend in the Netherlands when it comes to
acknowledging European action in the fight against terrorism (32%, -19 insufficient versus 56%, +16 adequate). In Belgium, we see a plus of 21 points for adequate up to 42% versus a minus of 17 points for
insufficient down to 50% of respondents. In Portugal, the evolution for this area is even stronger with a
24-point increase for ‘adequate’ (34%) and a 26-point decrease for insufficient (61%). In Italy, although less
markedly, the same evolution is noticed with +9 points (28%) of adequate perceptions and -14 (62%) of insufficient action. In Slovenia, this move is equally significant: insufficient 53%, -16 and adequate 37%, +18.
On security and defence policy, respondents in Bulgaria find by 19 points more than in 2016 that EU action
is adequate (41%) whereas 42%, a minus of 24 points find it insufficient. A similar trend is observed in
Bulgaria concerning the protection of external borders: 18 points more (37%) than in 2016 see the current
EU action as adequate, while the proportion of Bulgarian respondents evaluating it as insufficient dropped
by 21 points to 53%.
The three Baltic States Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia register a significant ‘delivery proof’ when it comes to
the protection of external borders. In Estonia, the number of respondents qualifying current EU action as
adequate rose by 16 points to 40% in 2018, while the number of citizens perceiving EU action as insufficient decreased by 22 points to 42% in the same time. In Latvia, trends on this policy area record the largest evolution: The perception of insufficient EU action decreased by 23 points to 30%, while 47% of Latvian
respondents see EU action with regard to the protection of external borders as adequate, an increase of 16
points. Finally, Lithuania registers an absolute majority of 51% evaluating current EU action as adequate, a
plus of 16% combined with a drop of 19 points for the ‘insufficient’ option. This trend concerning EU action
on the protection of external borders applies also to the United Kingdom, where the assessment as ‘insufficient’ decreases by 18 points to 40% and 7 points more respondents (34%) see EU action as adequate.
Croatia leads its delivery assessment on EU action with the areas of security and defence policy and the
protection of external borders. A significant decrease of citizens seeing EU action as insufficient (respectively 31%, -21 and 32%, -20) meets a rising number of citizens who experience EU action in this field as
adequate (respectively 50%, +12 and 53%, +16).
The delivery effect becomes visible in three domains when assessed by French citizens: the protection
of external borders (insufficient 56%, -11 and adequate 22%, +7), agriculture (insufficient 47%, -11 and
adequate 22%, +5) and the fight against unemployment (insufficient 68%, -11 and adequate 13%, +3). At
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the same time this example also shows that even a significant drop in ‘insufficient’ answers does not mean
that citizens would be content with the relevant level of EU action: Citizens’ perception of an ‘adequate’
action level might still be far away from satisfactory - an observation confirmed when looking at the
complementing question on expectations for the future.

protection of external borders:
Q The
Citizens’ perception as adequate vs. insufficient

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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issue of migration:
Q The
Citizens’ perception as adequate vs. insufficient

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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Delivering on the fight against unemployment
In a second group of countries, the main trends towards an increased awareness of EU action rally around
the fight against unemployment.
In Czech Republic, the number of citizens qualifying EU action against unemployment as satisfactory
rose by 20 points since 2016 to 61%, while at the same time the percentage of ‘insufficient perception’
decreased by 25 points down to 27%. The same is the case in Slovakia: insufficient 44%, -24 and adequate
47%, +20. In Denmark we can observe a minus of 17 points of respondents finding current EU action in
the fight against unemployment insufficient (37%), while the answer ‘adequate’ is increasing at the same
time by 11 points (43%). In Sweden a similar pattern emerges with answers for ‘insufficient’ going down
by 17 points to 46%, the category ‘adequate’ registers a plus of 14 points to 36%.
In Poland, results show various very significant evolutions: EU action in the fight against unemployment
enjoys a 22-point increase of adequate perceptions to 50% and a 20-point decrease of insufficient perceptions down to 39%. 50% of respondents see current EU action with regard to the protection of external borders as adequate (+20 points), while only 42% of respondents see current EU activity as insufficient
(-17 points). For industrial policy adequate perceptions rise by 18 points to 58% and insufficient perceptions drop by 11 points to 23%.
Finland returns a decrease of 18 points in the insufficient evaluation of EU action when it comes to economic policy, with only 24% of respondents sharing this view. Since 2016, the share of respondents considering EU action in this field as adequate has risen by 15 points to 53%.
A trend reversal is also seen in Hungary, where views on EU action in the fight against unemployment
being adequate rose by 23 percentage points to 47% of respondents, thus overtaking the view of EU
action being insufficient (42%, -27). In addition, the European Union’s fight against tax fraud is perceived
as increasingly adequate by 41% of respondents (+18 points), while 25 points less than in 2016 (44%) see
this area as insufficiently dealt with by the EU.
Last, but not least it is interesting to note that for all the countries mentioned above their national unemployment rate is below EU average, according to the most recent Eurostat data2. While the unemployment rate on EU average was at 6,8% in July 2018 (Eurozone countries average 8,2%), Czech Republic
registered an unemployment rate of 2,3%, Poland of 3,5%, Hungary of 3,6%, Denmark of 5% and Sweden
of 6,2%. Slovakia with 6,8% and Finland with 7,6% are equally below the unemployment rate average of
the Eurozone countries.

2

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Unemployment_statistics
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fight against unemployment:
Q The
Citizens’ perception as adequate vs. insufficient

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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fight against tax fraud:
Q The
Citizens’ perception as adequate vs. insufficient

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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Back to the future: Citizens want more Europe
We shall now look at countries showing the biggest trends on expectations for future EU action. While
on EU average for each of the fifteen policy areas an absolute majority of citizens would like the EU to
intervene more than at present, some countries stand out when the change in calling for more EU since
2016 was especially significant.
In Cyprus, three policy areas should see, according to views of its citizens, a more important intervention
of the EU. The equal treatment of men and women (82%), agriculture (82%) and energy supply and energy
security (85%) all receive a 10 point-increase over the past two years.
While in Germany perceptions remained overall stable compared with other Member States, evolutions
since 2016 are significant when it comes to expectations: 21 points more of respondents want the EU to
intervene more in the field of energy supply and energy security (65%).
This area is also of high importance for Spain, where 82% of citizens expect more EU, a plus of 14 points.
In contrast to results from most other Member States, the proportion of Spanish respondents finding EU
action in this field also currently insufficient rose by 10 points to 59% in total.
Again conversely to the overall positive trend within the EU, in Malta EU action in the field of environmental protection is perceived as deficient by 58% of respondents, a significant increase of 25 points, while
only 31% (-23 since 2016) consider it adequate. The expectations for future EU action rose correspondingly
by 10 points to 82%.
In Ireland, the most significant change concerns more EU intervention expected with regard to the equal
treatment of men and women (75%, +18 points).
Finally, in Luxembourg, health and social security shows the largest evolutions since 2016 with a plus of 19
points for more EU intervention to 69%. Citizens consider current EU action in this field as insufficient by
43% (+16), the proportion of ‘adequate’ dropped since 2016 to 42% by -16.

DELIVERING ON EUROPE: CITIZENS’ VIEWS ON CURRENT AND FUTURE EU ACTION

call for more EU intervention than at present:
Q Citizens
The case of energy supply and environmental protection

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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TWO-SPEED OR TOGETHER?
European citizens are of two minds when it comes to the pace of further EU integration. After a peak in
2017, when 49% of Europeans surveyed supported EU Member States to set new integration steps ‘without waiting for the other EU Member States’, 2018 brings a balanced view on this issue. One year ahead of
the 2019 European elections, 44% of respondents would agree with certain Member States moving ahead
‘without waiting for the other EU Member States’. This is the same result as in 2016. In parallel, 43% (+2 p.p.
compared to 2017) of respondents believe it to be better ‘to wait for all Member States to be ready’ before
enhancing the development of a common European policy in certain important areas.

new integration steps be set without all EU Members being ready for it?
Q Shall
Citizens have balanced view on a ‘multi-speed Europe’

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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Looking at individual national results, support for a two-speed option decreased in 23 Member States altogether, with only Cyprus (+5 pp) and Malta (+4 pp) showing a significant increase. At the same time, in half of the
EU Member States more respondents support to move ahead in certain areas without waiting for all Member
States than those who would want to wait. In eight countries, this score lays above 50%: Netherlands at 64%,
Germany at 63%, Belgium at 58%, Lithuania at 57%, Slovenia at 55%, Cyprus and Austria both at 55%, and
Luxembourg at 54%. These countries already led the list in 2017 to favour differentiated integration.

without waiting for the other EU Member States:
Q Proceed
Decreasing support in 23 Member States

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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for all EU Member States to be ready:
Q Waiting
Citizens from 15 Member States mostly prefer this option

The most significant decrease in support for two-speed integration can be found in the United Kingdom
with -12 percentage in favour of two-speed integration (from 38% to 26% in 2018), while one respondent in
four (25%, +8) did not answer on this issue. In the other 14 Member States, most respondents thinks Member
States should wait for all EU countries to be ready. In six countries, more than fifty percent of respondents
chose this option, reaching 74% in Portugal, 58% in Greece and 54% in both Romania and Spain. As shown
in the graph below, this option received increased support in 2018 compared to 2017 in 18 Member States,
with the biggest increases recorded in Portugal (+9 p.p.), Croatia and Belgium (both +7 p.p.).

DELIVERING ON EUROPE: CITIZENS’ VIEWS ON CURRENT AND FUTURE EU ACTION

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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GLOBAL DEVELOPMENTS AND HOW TO REACT
Several important events have taken place in the world over the past years, each of them calling for a
response from within the European Union. The European Parliament’s Eurobarometer surveys aim to show
how European citizens want to see their country’s interests best taken into account: by either acting jointly
with all other Member States or by acting individually and facing these challenges on their own terms.
Europeans widely prefer joint action by all EU Member States to individual action when it comes to coping
with exogenous factors.
Looking at the international stage, on average a clear majority of more than seven respondents in ten want
the EU Member States to act jointly in dealing with the increasing power and influence of Russia (71%)
and of China (71%). Equally, 71% of respondents find it best to deal with the growing instability in the
Arab-Muslim world by acting together.
To a slightly lower extent, 68% of respondents on EU average find that their countries can protect their
national interests better by acting jointly with regard to the presidency of Donald Trump in the United
States of America. This result has increased by 4 percentage points since last year. At the same time, an
absolute majority of citizens in all 28 Member States support this position, led by the Netherlands with
84% of support, Belgium with 82%, Luxembourg and Malta (both 81%), Lithuania (80%), Spain, Denmark
and Sweden (79%), and Germany (78%).

with the US under President Donald Trump:
Q Working
Absolute majority in all EU Member States prefers joint EU action

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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With a view to developments within Europe, on average 65% of European respondents (+2 p.p. since last
year) see Brexit as an issue for which acting jointly with the other EU Member States is the preferred way
forward. The survey finds an absolute majority for this position in all Member States except for the UK
where only 49% of respondents support this view. 35% of British respondents would prefer EU Members
to act individually, compared to 22% of respondents on EU average. Similar levels of respondents favouring an individual country approach to Brexit can be found in both Croatia and Romania (34%), Czech
Republic (32%), Austria and Cyprus (both 27%), and in Greece, Hungary and Italy (all 25%).

in the face of Brexit:
Q United
Absolute majority in 27 EU Member States in favour of a joint EU approach

Source: Eurobarometer 89.2 (‘One Year before the European Elections’, April 2018)
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BELGIUM
Rising awareness of EU action notably on the fight against terrorism
The findings show a rising awareness of Belgian citizens about what the EU is doing for them in several
policy domains. Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents who consider that EU
action is adequate has increased in twelve out of the fifteen areas tested in the survey. The fight against
terrorism stands out with an increase of 21 percentage points of those who perceive the EU action adequate in this field. Foreign policy (+15), economic policy (+14) and the protection of external borders (+13)
are the three areas which follow in terms of highest positive evolutions. As shown in the graphs, both for
economic policy and foreign policy public opinions have inverted their trends with a significantly higher
share of respondents backing the idea that the EU action is adequate than those expressing discontent.

DELIVERING ON EUROPE: DATA ANALYSIS COUNTRY BY COUNTRY
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Yet, EU action is not satisfactory, namely in tackling migration, tax fraud, unemployment, and
environmental protection
Although in nine of the policy areas a majority of Belgians consider the EU action appropriate, there are
still more than one in two respondents who feel that the EU action is insufficient in facing migration
issues (57%), in the fight against unemployment (55%), in tackling tax fraud (56%) and environmental
protection (54%). By comparison, only 29%, 35%, and 32% and 38% consider the EU action adequate in
these four respective policy areas.

More EU intervention is expected, particularly for health and social security
Despite the overall improved perception of the EU action, a large majority of Belgians still call for more
intervention, starting from the environmental protection (80%), the fight against terrorism (76%), the issue of migration (75%), the fight against unemployment and the tax fraud (both at 74%). Interestingly,
the largest increase of support for more EU action is observed on the health and social security (72%, +19
percentage points since 2016).

Occupation has an effect on the replies
Managers and other white collars are generally more likely to say that the EU action is about right than
the other professional categories. Conversely there is not a distinctive picture of the impact of age and
gender.

28
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “House Persons”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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BULGARIA
Better awareness of EU action in security issues
Over the last two years in Bulgaria there has been a rising awareness of what the EU is doing for its citizens
in several policy domains, notably in areas related to security. Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the
share of people who believe that the EU action is about right has increased in thirteen out of the fifteen
policies tested in the survey. This is particularly the case for the security and defence policy (+19), the
protection of external borders (+18), the foreign policy (+16) and the fight against terrorism (+15).
Despite the overall positive evolution, only in five areas most Bulgarians believe that the EU is currently
adequate: equal treatment of men and women (54%) the promotion of democracy and peace in the world
(53%), environmental protection (45%), agriculture (43%), and foreign policy (42%).

DELIVERING ON EUROPE: DATA ANALYSIS COUNTRY BY COUNTRY
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Nevertheless EU results are not enough, particularly on health and social security
Over six in ten Bulgarians (64%) believe that the EU action is insufficient when it comes to health and social security. What’s’ more this share has not changed since 2016 and the expectations for more EU action
in this field are even stronger (76%, +5).
Other three areas that record a high level of dissatisfaction vis-a-vis the EU action: the issue of migration
(64%), the fight against terrorism (61%) and the fight against unemployment (61%). It is worth noting
though that while the majority still consider the EU action insufficient in these fields, this opinion is shared
by a much smaller group of people then in 2016.

And more EU intervention is expected
Next to the health and social security, Bulgarians clearly expect the EU intervention to be reinforced in
most areas, above all in the fight against terrorism (79%), the fight against unemployment (75%), the issue
of migration (73%), the protection of external borders (71%) and the fight against tax fraud (70%).

Young people are more likely to see the EU action as adequate
There are not many differences when looking at the results by gender and no distinctive pattern when
analysing the occupation of respondents. However the age has an impact on the results: across all the
policy areas the 15-24 years olds are much more likely to consider the EU action “about right “then those
aged 55+ years old.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “House Persons”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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CZECH REPUBLIC
Rising awareness of EU action especially on the fight against unemployment
The findings show a rising awareness of Czech citizens about what the EU is doing for them in several policy
domains. Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents who consider that ‘EU action is
adequate’ has increased in eleven out of the fifteen areas under consideration. The crossing trends depicted
in the first chart show the strong evolution in public opinion about what the EU has done in the field of
unemployment: from one side we observe a 20 percentage point increase of those who see the EU action
as adequate, from the other, a parallel severe shrinking of respondents who perceive it as insufficient in this
field (-25 percentage points). Next to the fight against unemployment, three areas related to security (the
fight against terrorism, security and defence policy and the protection of external borders) record the highest
increases in respondents who believe that the EU action appear more adequate then before.
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The majority perceives the EU action as appropriate in most areas
In Czech Republic, a majority of citizens consider the EU action about right in most domains. This is not the
case for the fight against terrorism, the issue of migration, the protection of external borders and the fight
against tax fraud. EU achievements are still insufficient in these fields for about six in ten Czechs.

Still, citizens call for more EU action, especially on security issues and tax fraud
At least one citizen out of two expect the EU to intervene more than at present in ten of the policy areas
under exam. The expectations are very high in areas linked to security issues (the fight against terrorism
with 81%, the protection of external borders - 76% and security and defence policy - 71%) and in the fight
against tax fraud (74%).

EU action seems to be more appreciated by 25-39 year olds and students
Age seems to have an effect on how Czechs assess the EU action: the 25-39 year old citizens are among
those more likely to say that the EU action is adequate. A similar pattern emerges among students.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “House Persons”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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DENMARK
Rising awareness of EU action, particularly on the fight against unemployment
Trends over the past two years show a growing appreciation among Danes of what the EU has been
delivering. The share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate has increased in thirteen out
of the fifteen areas tested in the survey. The main evolutions acknowledging the EU action concern: the
fight against unemployment (+11 percentage points increase), the protection of external borders (+11),
the fight against terrorism (+10), the fight against tax fraud (+10) and industrial policy (+10). The first chart
depicts the major change in the Danish public opinion which relates to the fight against unemployment:
the growing feeling that the EU action is adequate (+11 percentage points on the upward blue trend line)
mirrors the dwindling number of people who consider the EU action insufficient (-17 percentage along
the red trend line).
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EU has delivered for a majority of Danes, yet not enough on key domains
Although in ten of the policy areas a majority of Danes consider the current EU action appropriate, 60% of
them feel that the EU is not doing enough in fighting tax fraud and 55% believe the same when it comes
to environmental protection. A relative majority of citizens also believe that the recent EU intervention
in the fields of terrorism (46%), protection of external borders (45%) and migration issues (44%) is still
insufficient.
More EU intervention is expected, starting from environmental protection, combating tax fraud and
terrorism
Despite the overall improved perception of the EU action, a large majority of Danes still call for more
intervention, starting from the environmental protection (75%), the fight against tax fraud (74%) and the
fight against terrorism (73%). The promotion of democracy and peace in the world ranks very high with
69% of citations.
The environmental protection, which tops the list of Danes’ concerns for more EU action, also enjoys a
large increase of support since 2016.

Women are less likely to consider the EU action adequate than men
In terms of socio-demographic analysis a clear pattern emerges on gender differences: men are overall
more likely to say that the EU action is about right. This is also the case for the 15-24 years old respondents
and for the students in most of the policy domains under consideration.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “House Persons”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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GERMANY
More awareness of EU action on the fight against terrorism and on migration issues
Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents in Germany who consider that EU action
is adequate has increased significantly when it comes to the fight against terrorism (+ 10 percentage
points) and migration issues (+5). Energy supply and energy security and environmental protection stand
out for the opposite trend: in both areas there is a decreasing number of respondents who consider the
EU action about right (respectively - 5 and -11 percentage points). For all other policy fields the results are
rather stable and fluctuations very small.
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EU results are good in economy, but not yet sufficient on security and environment
In six policy areas a majority of Germans positively appreciate what the EU has done for them. This is the
case in particular for economic and industrial policies, as well as energy supply and energy security, equal
treatment of men and women, foreign policy and agriculture. Nevertheless, there are still at least six in ten
citizens who feel that the EU has not done enough in facing migration issues (63%), in the fight against tax
fraud (63%), in the fight against terrorism (60%) and in tackling environmental protection (60%). Besides,
more than one in two think the same when it comes to the fight against unemployment (57%), the protection of external borders (56%) and the promotion of democracy and peace in the world (51%).

Expectations for more EU action are on the rise
Over this two year period the rise of citizens’ expectations for more EU action is clear across the majority of
the policy areas. Only for the fight against terrorism and the fight against tax fraud this trend does not apply. In all remaining domains the share of people who call for more EU intervention is significantly growing
and range from 21 percentage point increase for energy supply and energy security to 4 percentage point
uptrend for the issue of migration.

55+ are less likely to cheer EU results
In terms of socio-demographic analysis no distinctive pattern emerges as age, gender and occupation
influence replies in different ways according to the specific policy area. Overall the oldest generations are
the most likely ones to believe that the EU action is not yet adequate.
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ESTONIA
Rising awareness of EU action, particularly on the protection of external borders
Trends over the past two years show a growing awareness among Estonians of what the EU has done for
its citizens. The share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate has increased in all policy
areas tested in the survey except for one, the environmental protection. The evolutions are very significant
in particular for the protection of external borders (+16), the promotion of democracy and peace in the
world (+15), the fight against unemployment (+14) and foreign policy (+13). Economic policy and the fight
against terrorism follow with 12 percentage point increase of respondents who perceive the EU action
about right in these domains.
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EU has delivered in the eyes of Estonian citizens, but not enough
on tackling migration and combating terrorism
Although in nine of the policy areas most Estonians consider the current EU action appropriate, 56% of
them feel that the EU is not doing enough in tackling migration issues and 55% believe the same when it
comes to the fight against terrorism. A relative majority of citizens also believe that the recent EU intervention in the fields of the fight against unemployment (46%) and in the protection of external borders (42%)
is still insufficient, despite the improved perception of EU action in the recent years. Opinions are quite
evenly divided on how EU has dealt with agriculture and tax fraud.

They call for more EU action in combating terrorism, dealing with
health and social security and migration issues. Expectations are
high for energy supply, energy security and environment
Regardless of the overall rising appreciation of EU action, Estonians widely call for more intervention on the
fight against terrorism (71%), on health and social security (62%) and on tackling migration issues (61%).
Interestingly, in Estonia, environmental protection and the energy supply and energy security enjoy the
biggest increase of support of those who believe that the EU should do more in these areas (+7 and +10
percentage points)

Young people and students are more likely to believe that the EU action is adequate
The share of citizens who consider the EU action about right is generally higher among young people
(15-24 years old) and among students. The pattern is less clear when looking at the gender and other
professional categories.
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IRELAND
Rising awareness of EU action in all areas except for equal treatment of men and women
The findings show a rising awareness of Irish citizens about what the EU is doing for them. Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate has increased
in a significant way in all areas tested in the survey, except for one, equal treatment of men and women.
The biggest evolutions can be observed for the issue of migration (+14), the protection of external borders
(+14), economic policy (+13) and security and defence policy (+13). Also, as shown in the graphs, for the
protection of external borders, economic policy and security and defence policy public support reversed its
trend and those who feel that the EU action is adequate have become the majority.
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Yet, for a majority of citizens EU action is not satisfactory in five policy domains
Although in ten of the policy areas a majority of Irish citizens consider the EU action appropriate, more
than one in two respondents still feel that the EU action is insufficient in the fight against terrorism (53%)
and against unemployment (51%). A relative majority share this idea also when it comes to the issue of
migration (48%), health and social security (47%) and the fight against tax fraud (46%). Nevertheless, it is
worth noting that the share of people who is unsatisfied with what the EU has done in all five domains
has considerably decreased since 2016.

Citizens call for more EU action mainly on terrorism, unemployment and environment
81% of citizens still call for more EU intervention in the fight against terrorism. 77% take this stance about
the fight against unemployment and the environmental protection. The promotion of democracy and
peace in the world, health and social security as well as equal treatment of men and women come next
as areas in which citizens’ expectations for more EU action are high.

Students are overall more inclined to consider the EU action adequate
Both for the fight against unemployment and the equal treatment of men and women, men are much
more likely to consider the EU action satisfactory. In terms of socio-professional categories, students are
overall more likely to say that the EU action is about right than the other groups.
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GREECE
Awareness of EU action is on the rise
The results for Greece show a rising awareness among citizens about what the EU is doing for them in
most tested policy domains except for industrial policy, energy supply and energy security and equal treatment of men and women.
Over the past two years, the perception that the EU action is adequate is stronger although the share of
Greeks backing this idea remain relatively small for most of the policy areas. As shown in the first graph,
evolutions in the public opinions are significant in particular on the promotion of democracy and peace
in the world: the reinforced feeling that the EU action is adequate (upward blue trend line) mirrors the
decreasing number of respondents who consider the EU action insufficient (-19 percentage points along
the red trend line).
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Yet most Greeks believe that EU has still not done enough, especially on the fight against unemployment
In Greece, a vast majority of citizens still consider the EU action insufficient in most policy areas. Only the
equal treatment of men and women stands out with 54% saying that EU achievements are adequate in
this field.
The fight against unemployment (92%), the issue of migration (88%) and the economic policy (83%) enjoy
the highest number of citations of those who believe that the EU action is inadequate, just ahead of the
fight against terrorism (76%), health and social security (75%), the protection of external borders (74%)
and the fight against tax fraud (73%).
They also call for more EU action in particular on combating terrorism, protecting external borders, tackling migration issues and fighting against unemployment
At least eight Greeks in ten expect the EU to intervene more in the fight against terrorism (81%), the
protection of external borders (81%), the issue of migration (80%) and the fight against unemployment
(80%). The promotion of democracy and peace in the world as well as environmental protection follow
closely with 77% of citations.
Interestingly, although equal treatment of men and women is the only domain in which a majority of
citizens (54%) feel that the EU action is about right, it is also the one recording the biggest increase in
expectations for more EU action (+21 percentage points over the last two years).

Men, managers and students are overall more inclined to consider the EU action about right
Results vary by gender and in general men are more likely to consider that the EU action is adequate.
Young people (15-24 years old), managers and students tend to share this view more often than other
socio-professional categories.
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SPAIN
More awareness of EU action is growing on migration issues and fight against terrorism
Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents in Spain who consider that EU action is
adequate has increased significantly when it comes to the issue of migration, the fight against terrorism
(both +8 percentage points), the protection of external borders (+7), the fight against unemployment and
against tax fraud (+6) and security and defence policy (+5). Energy supply an energy security and equal
treatment of men and women stand out for the opposite trend: in both areas there is a decreasing number
of respondents who consider the EU action about right (both with- 5 percentage points). For all other
policy fields the shifts in results are less significant.
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Yet, in the eyes of Spanish citizens, EU has still not done enough, mainly in the fight against unemployment and tax fraud
In Spain, citizens widely consider that the EU action is still insufficient in all policy areas under exam.
The fight against unemployment (80%) and the fight against tax fraud (75%) enjoy the highest number of
citations of those who think that the EU is not doing enough. Likewise, more than six in ten respondents
share this opinion on areas such as economic policy (69%), the issue of migration (67%), environmental
protection and health and social security (both and 62%), equal treatment of men and women (61%) and
the promotion of democracy and peace in the world (60%) .

They call for more EU action not only to combat unemployment and tax fraud but also
to fight against terrorism and promote equal treatment between men and women
90% of Spanish citizens expect the EU to intervene more in the fight against unemployment, 89% back
this idea for the fight against tax fraud. Also, more than eight respondents in ten take the stance for eight
additional policy fields: the fight against terrorism (87%), environmental protection (86%), equal treatment
of men and women (86%), the issue of migration (85%), the promotion of democracy and peace in the
word (85%), economic policy (84%), health and social security (82%) and energy supply and energy security
(82%). Interestingly, this latter one is the policy area which records the biggest increase in expectations for
more EU action (+14 percentage points over the last two years).

Minor differences across socio-demographic categories
There are no strong differences by gender, age and occupation. Only in a few cases men are remarkably
more likely than women to consider the EU action appropriate (such as for security and defence policy,
industrial policy and equal treatment of men and women). In several domains self-employed are among
those more likely to share this view.
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FRANCE
More awareness of EU action is growing mainly on protection of
external borders, agriculture, industrial policy and economic policy
Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents in France who consider that EU action is
adequate has increased quite significantly on four policy domains: the protection of external borders (+7),
agriculture (+5), industrial policy (+5), and economic policy (+4). Health and social security stands out for
the opposite trend: a decreasing number of respondents consider that the EU action is about right (-7 percentage points). For all other policy fields the evolution of results over the last two years are less significant.
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Yet, for the majority of French people EU achievements are not enough
In France, citizens widely believe that the EU action is still insufficient in all policy areas under exam.
The fight against unemployment (68%) and the fight against tax fraud (65%) top the list of respondents’
citations, closely followed by the fight against terrorism (63%) and environmental protection (61%).
It is worth noting that the fight against unemployment is the first mentioned policy area when referring to
inadequate EU action, but it is also the one, together with the protection of external borders, counting the
biggest decrease in respondents in saying so (-11 percentage points since 2016).

They call for more EU action, particularly to fight against terrorism, to protect the environment and to combat unemployment
In line with the above mentioned findings, a vast majority of French citizens expect the EU to intervene
more in all policy fields. The fight against terrorism (80%), environmental protection (79%), and the fight
against unemployment (78%) are the three core areas in which EU should intervene as a priority. Expectations of French citizens for more EU action are also very high for the promotion of democracy and peace in
the word (76%), equal treatment of men and women (75%), and the fight against tax fraud (75%).

Young people and students are more likely to believe that the EU action is adequate
The share of citizens who consider the EU action about right is generally higher among young people (1524 years old) and students. Only minor differences can be generally observed when looking at the gender
and at other professional categories.
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CROATIA
Rising awareness of EU action in all areas especially on terrorism and security issues
The findings show a rising awareness of Croatian citizens about what the EU is doing for them. Comparing
results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate had increased in a significant way in all areas tested in the survey. The protection of external borders and the fight
against terrorism stand out with 16 and 15 percentage point increase of those who perceive the EU action
adequate in these fields. Security and defence policy (+12), the issue of migration (+11) agriculture (+11)
are the three areas which follow in terms of highest positive evolutions. Also, as shown in the graphs, both
for the protection of external borders and security and defence policy public opinion support has reversed
its trend: from a minority, people backing the idea that the EU action is adequate is now becoming the
majority.
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Yet, for a majority of citizens EU action is not satisfactory, namely in tackling unemployment, tax fraud and health and social security
Although in nine of the policy areas a majority of Croatians consider the EU action appropriate, most
respondents still feel that the EU action is insufficient in the fight against unemployment (62%), in tackling
tax fraud (53%) and health and social security (51%). To a lesser extent and despite the improved perception of the EU action in these fields, a relative majority of people share this view when it comes to the fight
against terrorism (46%) and agriculture (46%). Opinions are evenly divided on migration issues: 43% think
that the EU has done enough and the exact same share believe the opposite.

Citizens call for more EU action on areas where EU still has not done enough for them
Unsurprisingly, a large majority of Croatians still call for more EU intervention to combat unemployment
(82%), fight against tax fraud (74%) and deal with health and social security (73%). Interestingly, the major
increase of support for more EU action is observed for equal treatment of men and women (+9) and economic policy (+8).

Managers and 25-39 year olds are more incline to say that the EU action is adequate
Managers and respondents aged 25-39 years old are generally more likely to say that the EU action is
about right. With the exceptions of a few policies (the fight against unemployment and equal treatment of
men and women) there are no great differences in the replies between men and women.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “House Persons”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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ITALY
More awareness of EU action is growing mainly on security issues
Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents in Italy who consider that EU action is
adequate has increased significantly in security and defence policy (+10), the fight against terrorism (+9)
and the protection of external borders (+7), foreign policy (+5), the promotion of democracy and peace in
the world (+5) and environmental protection (+4).
The promotion of democracy and peace in the world stands out being the only policy area in which Italians
are most likely to consider that the EU action is about right (43% vs 40% of those who feel it insufficient).
For all other domains only a minority share this opinion.
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For most Italians EU achievements are not enough
Overall citizens still believe that the EU should do more. The fight against unemployment (72%) and the
issue of migration (70%) top the list of respondents’ citations, followed by the fight against terrorism (62%)
and against tax fraud (56%). Also more than one in two respondents feel that the EU action is still not
satisfactory when it comes to economic policy (54%), health and social security (52%), environmental protection (52%) and the protection of external borders (52%). Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the share
of people who is unsatisfied with what the EU has done has considerably decreased since 2016.

They call for more EU action, mainly in areas they feel the most concerned about
Despite public support for more EU action has leapt in the last two years, a vast majority of Italian citizens
expect the EU to intervene more than it currently does in all policy fields. The fight against unemployment
(80%), the issue of migration (78%), the fight against terrorism (78%) and environmental protection (75%)
are the three core areas for Italians in which EU should intervene as a matter of priority.

55+ least likely to cheer EU results
In terms of socio-demographic analysis, the oldest generation (55+ year olds) is generally less likely to
believe that the EU action is adequate, especially on security issues. There are also notable differences
when looking at the results by gender: women are more inclined to consider that the EU has not done
enough yet.
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CYPRUS
Awareness of EU action is on the rise
The results for Cyprus show a rising awareness among citizens about what the EU is doing for them in all
tested policy domains except for agriculture and security and defence policy.
Over the past two years the perception that the EU action is adequate is stronger although the share of
Cypriotes backing this idea remain relatively small.
As shown in the graphs below, evolutions in the public opinions are significant in particular on migration
issues and tax fraud: in both areas the reinforced feeling that the EU action is adequate (upward blue trend
lines) mirrors the decreasing number of people who consider the EU action insufficient (-12 percentage
points for the migration and -11 for the fight against tax fraud along the red trend lines).
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Yet EU action does not appear adequate in a majority of domains
In Cyprus, a vast majority of citizens still consider the EU action insufficient in most policy areas. Only the
equal treatment of men and women stands out with 51% saying that EU achievements are satisfactory in
this field.
The fight against unemployment (82%), the protection of external borders (77%) and security and defence
policy (74%) gather the highest number of citations of those who believe that the EU action is inadequate,
just ahead of economic policy (73%), the issue of migration and the fight against terrorism (both at 71%),

More EU intervention is expected
Unsurprisingly, more than eight in ten respondents expect the EU to intervene more in all fifteen domains. Expectations are particularly high in policies which are at the core of citizens’ concern such as the
fight against unemployment (94%) and health and social security (93%). The promotion of democracy
and peace in the world as well as security issues follow closely with 92% of citations.

Women are less likely to consider the EU action adequate than men
In terms of socio-demographic analysis a clear pattern emerges on gender differences: men are overall
more likely to say that the EU action is about right. Managers, students and other white collars are among
those who often support this opinion more than other occupational categories. Age has a different effect
depending on the area which is examined.

NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “House Persons”. The sample for this group is too
small to be considered statistically significant.
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LATVIA
Awareness of EU action is on the rise
The results for Latvia show a rising awareness among citizens about what the EU is doing for them in all
tested policy domains, except for two: equal treatment of men and women and energy supply and energy
security. Over the past years, the perception that the EU action is adequate has clearly improved although
the share of Latvians backing this idea remain a minority in eight policy areas. As shown in the graphs
below, evolutions in the public opinions are significant mainly on the protection of external borders (+16),
the fight against terrorism (+11), security and defence policy (+10) and foreign policy (+9). For the majority
of the policies the stronger feeling that the EU action is adequate (upward blue trend lines) mirrors a large
decreasing number of people who consider the EU action insufficient (including -23 percentage points for
the protection of external borders and -17 for the fight against terrorism).
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Yet EU action does not appear adequate in eight policy areas
In Latvia, a vast majority of citizens still consider the EU action insufficient in eight policy areas under
exam.
About six in ten believe that the EU action is insufficient when it comes to health and social security
(63%), the fight against unemployment (61%) and the fight against tax fraud (60%). Moreover, around
one out of two believe that the EU has not done enough in the field of agriculture (52%), the issue of
migration (48%) and the fight against terrorism (48%).
It is worth noting though that while the majority still consider the EU action insufficient, a much smaller
group then before shares this opinion.

Citizens keep calling for more EU intervention
Unsurprisingly, for some of these areas citizens expect the EU to intervene more than it currently does.
Expectations are particularly high in policies that are at the core of citizens’ concern such as health and social security (76%), the fight against tax fraud (75%), the fight against unemployment (72%) and the fight
against terrorism (70%). Interestingly, for other policies the share of respondents who call for more EU
action is even bigger than in 2016, as for energy supply and energy security (53%, +12), equal treatment of
men and women (37%, +9) and environmental protection (59%, +9).

Men, young people and students most likely to appreciate EU achievements
In terms of socio-demographic analysis, a clear pattern emerges when looking at gender, age and occupation. Men, young people (15-24 years old) and students are the most likely ones to appreciate what the
EU has done in the past years.
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LITHUANIA
Rising awareness of EU action especially on security issues
The findings show a rising awareness of Lithuanian citizens about what the EU is doing for them. Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate has
increased in a significant way in twelve of the fifteen polices under exam. The biggest evolutions can be
observed for the protection of external borders (+16), security and defence policy (+13), the fight against
terrorism (+12) and agriculture (+11). Also, as shown in the graphs, for the protection of external borders,
security and defence policy and agriculture public support reversed its trend and those who feel that the
EU action is adequate, from being a minority, have become the majority.
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Yet, for a majority of citizens EU action is not satisfactory in six policy domains
Although in nine of the policy areas Lithuanians most likely consider the EU action appropriate, a majority
still feel that the EU action is insufficient in the fight against unemployment (63%), the fight against tax
fraud (62%), the issue of migration (56%), health and social security (53%), the fight against terrorism
(49%) and economic policy (45%). Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the share of people who is unsatisfied with what the EU has done in these six domains has decreased. This is especially the case for the fight
against terrorism that records 15 percentage points less of those who judge the EU action inadequate in
this area.

Most citizens would like the EU to keep doing more
Despite the overall improved perception of the EU action, a large majority of Lithuanians still call for
more intervention, starting with the fight against unemployment (79%), the fight against tax fraud (78%),
health and social security (76%) and the fight against terrorism (75%). Interestingly, the largest increase of
support for more EU action is observed for energy supply and energy security (+13) and equal treatment
of men and women (+12)

Young people are overall more inclined to consider the EU action adequate
Results may vary quite significantly by age category. 15-24 years old respondents are generally more likely
to see the EU action adequate. This is also the case for students and managers in many policy domains.
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LUXEMBOURG
Better awareness of EU action in four policy areas
Over the last two years in Luxembourg there has been a rising awareness of what the EU is doing for its
citizens in four policy domains. The share of people who believe that the EU action is about right has
increased for the protection of external borders (+6), the fight against terrorism (+5), agriculture (+5) and
the fight against tax fraud (+4). Health and social security, foreign policy and economic policy stand out
for the opposite trend and register a decreasing number of respondents who appreciate what the EU has
done for them in these fields.
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EU results are still not satisfactory for a majority of citizens
Despite the improved perception of the EU action in some areas, in Luxembourg, citizens most likely
consider the EU action insufficient.
The fight against unemployment (58%), the fight against terrorism (57%) and environmental protection
(56%) enjoy the highest number of citations of those who believe that the EU has not done enough, just
ahead of the promotion of democracy and peace in the world (53%), the issue of migration (52%) and the
fight against tax fraud (50%).

More EU intervention is expected in areas of citizens’ concern
Citizens clearly expect the EU intervention to be reinforced in most domains, above all in those where
they perceive EU achievements largely insufficient: the fight against terrorism (80%), the fight against
unemployment (79%), environmental protection (79%), the promotion of democracy and peace in the
world (73%) and the issue of migration (71%).

Young people are more likely to see the EU action as adequate
In some of the domains there are notable differences between men and women’s replies. Men are generally more likely to believe that the EU action is adequate. Young respondents (15-24 year olds) take often
this same stance.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “unemployed” and “house persons”. The sample for these groups is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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HUNGARY
Rising awareness of EU action in all areas
The findings show a rising awareness of Hungarian citizens about what the EU is doing for them. Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate has
increased in a significant way in all areas tested in the survey. The shifts range from a 23-percentage point
increase for the fight against unemployment to a 10-percentage point difference for the protection of
external borders. Very important evolutions can be observed for economic policy (+19), the fight against
tax fraud (+18), industrial policy (+18) and health and social security (+17). Both for the fight against unemployment and economic policy public support has reversed its trend and people backing the idea that
the EU action is adequate have become the majority.
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Yet, for a majority of citizens EU action is not satisfactory in six policy domains
Although in nine of the policy areas a majority of Hungarians consider the EU action appropriate, most
respondents still feel that the EU action is insufficient in the fight against terrorism (53%), in the protection
of external borders (+52) in tackling migration issues (51%), security and defence policy (47%), health and
social security (46%) and in combating tax fraud (44%). Nevertheless, it is worth noting that the share of
people who is unsatisfied with what the EU has done in all six domains has drastically decreased since
2016 (from - 27 to -10 percentage points).

Citizens call for more EU action on areas where EU still has not done enough for them
More than seven out of ten citizens still call for more EU intervention in the fight against terrorism (77%),
and against tax fraud (75%), health and social security (75%), environmental protection (75%), security
and defence policy (75%), the promotion of democracy and peace in the world (73%), the fight against
unemployment (72%) and the protection of external borders (72%). Interestingly, the major increases of
support for more EU action in Hungary go to energy supply and energy security (+16), industrial policy
(+13) and environmental protection (+12).

15-24 year olds and house-persons are overall more inclined to consider the EU action about right
Results vary very slightly by gender and only on a limited number of policies. Age and type of occupation
seem to have a greater impact on the replies being young generations and house-persons are generally
more likely to believe that the EU action in adequate.
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MALTA
EU action perceived adequate in seven policy areas
In Malta, a majority of citizens back the idea that the EU action is adequate in seven of the policy areas
under exam. The results show also a rising awareness among citizens about what the EU has been doing
in some policies: the protection of external borders, foreign policy, industrial policy, security and defence
policy and the fight against terrorism.
However, for the other domains we observe a decline of those who believe that the EU action is acting
adequately. Environmental protection stands out with a decrease of 23 percentage points, followed by the
fight against unemployment (-13), agriculture (-10) and health and social security (-9).
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EU action deemed insufficient on migration issues
74% of Maltese state that the EU has not done enough on migration. About six in ten also share this
opinion when it comes to the fight against terrorism (60%) and environmental protection (58%). Also the
fight against unemployment (54%), the fight against tax fraud (54%) and the promotion of democracy
and peace in the world (52%) remain key policies on which EU action is insufficient for more than one in
two respondents.

Citizens keep calling for more EU intervention
A vast majority of citizens expect the EU to intervene more in all policy fields. The issue of migration and
the promotion of democracy and peace in the world top the list with 83%, followed by environmental
protection (82%) and the fight against unemployment (81%). For all the others policies, the backing for
more EU action ranges from 70% to 79% of respondents. Interestingly, equal treatment of men and women sees the biggest evolution of this support (+18 percentage points since 2016).

Managers and students are more inclined to say that the EU action is adequate
Managers and students are more likely to say that the EU action is about right. With the exceptions of a
few policies (especially the promotion of democracy and peace in the world and health and social security), there are no great differences in the replies between men and women.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “self-employed” and “unemployed”. The sample for these groups is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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THE NETHERLANDS
A majority perceive EU action adequate in most policy areas
In the Netherlands, a majority of citizens back the idea that the EU action is adequate in twelve of the
policy areas under exam. The results show also a rising awareness among citizens about what the EU
is doing for them over the past two years. Indeed, for most policies we observe a significant increase of
people who believe that the EU action is acting adequately. The biggest shifts concern the fight against
terrorism (+16), the fight against unemployment (+13), the protection of external borders (+11), security
and defence policy (+8) and economic policy (+8). In the case of the first four policies, the trends below
show the inversion of the majority who is now backing the idea that the EU has acted adequately during
the past years.
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EU results are not sufficient on migration, environment and tax fraud
There is still a majority of Dutch citizens who feels that the EU is not doing enough in the fields of migration (57%), environmental protection (56%) and to a lesser extent, in the fight against tax fraud (43%).
Interestingly, on energy supply and energy security, those who perceive the EU action inadequate are
increasing although they remain a minority.

Citizens keep calling for more EU intervention
A vast majority of citizens expect the EU to intervene. 82% share this view when asked about the environmental protection. Over seven in ten expect the EU to do more on the issue of migration (74%), the
promotion of democracy and peace in the world (72%), and the fight against terrorism (71%).
Besides, energy supply and energy security and equal treatment of men and women see the biggest evolutions of those calling for more EU action (+22 and +18 percentage points since 2016).

Men and young people are more likely to believe that the EU action is adequate
The share of citizens who consider the EU action about right is generally higher among men and young
people (15-24 years old). When looking at the results by professional category, data shows that managers
and students are more likely to share this opinion.
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AUSTRIA
Rising awareness of EU action in most policy areas
The results show a rising awareness of Austrian citizens about what the EU is doing for them in several
policy domains. Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents who consider that EU
action is adequate has significantly increased in thirteen out of the fifteen areas tested in the survey. This
is the case in particular for the fight against terrorism (+19 percentage points increase for the period 20162018), the protection of external borders (+14), the fight against unemployment (+13) and economic policy
(+13) as shown in the graphs below.
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A majority believes that the EU action is currently appropriate
What’s more, a vast majority of Austrians believe that the EU action is now about right in ten of these policy areas. However, they are still divided in their opinions when it comes to areas such as the fight against
terrorism, the protection of external borders, the fight against unemployment, the issue of migration and
the environmental protection.

Still more EU intervention is expected in key policy domains
Despite public backing for more EU action has leapt in the last two years, at least six in ten Austrians still
call for more EU action in the fight against unemployment (63%), the fight against terrorism (61%) and the
protection of external borders (60%). Also more than one in two respondents share this idea for the environmental protection (56%), the issue of migration (55%), the fight against tax fraud (52%) the promotion
of democracy and peace in the world (51%) and the security and defence policy (51%).

Age greatly impacts the results
Unlike the gender and the occupation, age of respondents has a clear impact on the replies. Those aged
15-24 years old are much more likely to perceive the EU action as appropriate in nearly all the policy areas,
rather than those aged 55+. Only on equal treatment of men and women the opinions do not seem to
diverge across generations.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “unemployed”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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POLAND
A majority perceive EU action right in most policy areas
In Poland, a majority of citizens back the idea that the EU action is adequate in eleven of the policy areas
under exam. Moreover the results show an overall rising of this feeling as for all policies we observe a
significant increase of people who believe that the EU action is satisfactory. The biggest shifts concern the
fight against unemployment (+22), the protection of external borders (+20), security and defence policy
(+18) and industrial policy (+18). As shown in the graphs below for three of these four policies public support has reversed its trend and a majority of Polish citizens now believe that the EU action is about right.
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EU results are not sufficient on terrorism, health and social security, migration and tax fraud
Nevertheless, Polish citizens are still most likely to think that EU is not doing enough in four domains: the
fight against terrorism (58%), health and social security (50%), the issue of migration (47%) and the fight
against tax fraud (45%). However, both in these policies and in the remaining ones there is an important
drop in the number of those who perceive the EU action insufficient. This mirrors the improved perception of what EU has done for its citizens in the last years.

Citizens keep calling for more EU intervention
Against this background, an absolute majority of citizens in Poland keep calling for more EU action in all
areas. Over seven in ten wish the EU to do more on the fight against terrorism (76%) and in health and
social security (72%). Security issues, tax fraud and unemployment also remain key concerns for Polish
respondents who would like to see the EU playing an even more important role in these fields than it
currently does.

White collars are more likely to believe that the EU action is adequate
The share of citizens who consider the EU action about right is generally higher among other white
collars. When looking at the results by gender, data shows some notable differences for some policies, in
particular for equal treatment of men and women, unemployment and health and social security, men
are more likely to say that the EU action is about right. Not a clear picture emerges on the impact of age.
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PORTUGAL
Rising awareness of what EU has done for its citizens
Trends over the past two years show a growing appreciation among Portuguese of what the EU has been
delivering. The share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate has increased in thirteen out
of the fifteen areas tested in the survey. The main evolutions acknowledging the EU action concern: the
fight against terrorism (+24 percentage points increase), security and defence policy (+17), the promotion
of democracy and peace in the world (+13) and the protection of external borders (+13).
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EU has delivered, but still not enough
In Portugal, citizens are most likely to consider that the EU action is still insufficient in all policy areas,
expect for one (energy supply and energy security). However, the number of respondents who share this
opinion has significantly decreased when compared to 2016.
The fight against unemployment (83%), the fight against tax fraud (79%) top the list of those who believe
that the EU action is inadequate, followed by health and social security (69%), the issue of migration (67%)
and the protection of external borders (65%).

Portuguese keep on calling for more EU action
Despite the overall improved perception of the EU action, a large majority of Portuguese still call for more
intervention, starting with the fight against unemployment (94%), the fight against tax fraud (91%) and
environmental protection (88%). For all the other areas, the support for more EU action is also very high
and range from 63% of responses for foreign policy to 85% for equal treatment of men and women. This
latter one, next to environmental protection enjoy the biggest increase of support since 2016 (+ 17 and
+18 percentage points).

Men and 25-39 year olds are more likely to assess positively what the EU has done
In terms of socio-demographic analysis, a clear pattern emerges on gender differences: men are overall
more likely to say that the EU action is about right. This is also the case for the 25-39 years old respondents
in most of the policy domains.
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ROMANIA
Awareness of EU action is on the rise
The results for Romania show a rising awareness among citizens about what the EU is doing for them in
all tested policy domains. Over the past years, the perception that the EU action is adequate has clearly
improved and the share of Romanians backing this idea is now a majority in six of the policy areas.
As shown in the graphs below, evolutions in the public opinions are significant mainly on the fight against
unemployment (+20), industrial policy (+20), the issue of migration (+19) and the fight against terrorism
(+19). For the majority of the policies the stronger feeling that the EU action is adequate (upward blue
trend lines) mirrors the decreasing number of people who consider the EU action insufficient (up to -18
percentage points for the fight against unemployment and the issue of migration).
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Yet for a relative majority EU is not doing enough in nine policies
In Romania, opinions are divided on whether the EU has done enough in nine fields.
Despite the impressive improved perception of the EU action in the past two years, over one in two
believe that the EU action is still insufficient on the fight against unemployment (56%), health and social
security (54%), the fight against terrorism (53%), the fight against tax fraud (53%), agriculture (51%) and
environmental protection (50%).
Nevertheless, it is worth noting that even where a majority still feels that the EU action is inadequate, a
much smaller group then before shares this opinion.

Citizens keep calling for more EU intervention
At least eight Romanians in ten expect the EU to intervene more in the fight against unemployment
(83%), health and social security (83%), the promotion of democracy and peace in the world (82%), environmental protection (82%), agriculture (81%), the fight against tax fraud (81%), the fight against terrorism
(81%) and security and defence policy (80%). For all the other areas, the support for more EU action is
equal or higher than 70%.
Interestingly, when we focus on the biggest evolutions, the share of people who wish the EU to intervene
more is growing in particular for the equal treatment of men and women (+15) and energy supply and
energy security (+17).

Men and young people most likely to appreciate EU results
In terms of socio-demographic analysis, a clear pattern emerges when looking at data by gender and
age. Men and younger generations (15-24 years old as well as 25-39 years old) are the most likely ones to
appreciate what the EU has done in the last years.
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SLOVENIA
Awareness of EU action is growing
Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents in Slovenia who consider that EU action
is adequate has increased significantly across all policy fields apart from health and social security and
environmental protection. The most important shifts concern: the fight against terrorism (+18), industrial
policy (+16) economic policy (+15), foreign policy and the fight against unemployment (both with +14).
For industrial policy, we even observe an inversion of the majority who is positively assessing what the EU
has done for its citizens.
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Though, EU results are not sufficient yet
Despite the positive change in opinion Slovenians have on the EU action; a relative majority of citizens
still consider this as insufficient in eleven policy areas. The fight against tax fraud (70%), the fight against
unemployment (67%) and the issue of migration (64%) top the list of citizens’ concerns. Likewise, more
than five in ten respondents believe that the EU has not done enough on health and social security (58%),
the protection of external borders (56%), environmental protection and the fight against terrorism (both
with 53%).

Citizens wish the EU to keep delivering for them
Over eight in ten Slovenians expect the EU to intervene more in the fight against unemployment (84%),
health and social security (81%) and the fight against tax fraud (80%). Also, more than 70% take the stance
for five additional policy fields: environmental protection (76%), the issue of migration (75%), economic
policy (72%), the fight against terrorism and the protection of external borders (both with 71%). The level
of support for more EU action is high across all the remaining categories as well with the lowest score in
foreign policy with 59%.

Remarkable differences across socio-demographic categories
There are notable differences when looking at the results by gender, age and occupation. Men and young
people (15-24 years old) are overall more likely to consider the EU action appropriate. In several domains
self-employed and students are those who mostly share this view.
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SLOVAKIA
A majority perceive EU action adequate in most policy areas
In Slovakia, a majority of citizens back the idea that the EU action is adequate in ten of the policy areas
examined in the survey. Moreover, there is a rising awareness among them about what the EU is doing.
Indeed, for most policies an increasingly share of respondents assess in a positive way what the EU has
achieved over the past two years. The biggest shifts concern the fight against unemployment (+20), the
fight against terrorism (+17), the protection of external borders (+16), security and defence policy (+12)
and the issue of migration (+11). For three of these policies, the crossing trend lines of the charts below,
clearly show a change in the majority who now believes that the EU action is about right.
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EU results are still not sufficient on a limited number of policies
In parallel with the overall increased awareness of what EU has been doing, the share of people who feel
that the EU action is insufficient has widely decreased since 2016 in all domains. Despite this trend, a majority of Slovakians still believes that this is the case in five fields: the fight against tax fraud (57%), health
and social security (54%), the issue of migration (51%), the fight against terrorism (50%) and agriculture
(43%).

Citizens keep calling for more EU intervention, especially for combating tax fraud and terrorism
Most citizens in Slovakia wish the EU to continue delivering and doing even more than it currently does.
Over seven in ten Slovakians call for more EU intervention on the fight against terrorism (72%) and the
fight against tax fraud (70%). The support for more EU action is widely spread across all the other policies
with at least one in two respondents taking this stance, except for foreign policy (49%). Interestingly,
energy supply and energy security sees the biggest evolution of those calling for more EU action (+13
percentage points since 2016).

Men, young people and students more likely to appreciate EU achievements
Looking at the results by socio-demographic categories a clear picture emerges. Men, young people and
students are the most likely ones to judge in a positive way what EU has done in most policy fields.
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FINLAND
Better awareness of what EU has done in the past years
Comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents in Finland who consider that EU action
is adequate has increased for the majority of the policy areas tested in the survey. Industrial policy (+16
percentage points increase), economic policy (+15), the fight against unemployment (+12) and the protection of external borders (+12) are the four areas which register the main shifts. Nevertheless, in seven of the
policy fields, the people believing that the EU has done enough are still a minority.
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Yet, for the majority EU results are not sufficient on the fight
against terrorism, unemployment and tax fraud
In the other eight policy areas most Finnish citizens positively appreciate what the EU has done for them.
Highest levels of support can be observed for energy supply and energy security (60%), health and social
security (59%), foreign policy (59%) and industrial policy (59%). The lowest results coincide with the fight
against terrorism (32%), the fight against unemployment (28%) and the fight against tax fraud (27%): On
these areas, most respondents are likely to believe that the EU action is still insufficient.

Citizens call for more EU action on these policies
On these policy domains, most respondents expect the EU to intervene more than it currently does. 85%
of them would like to see the EU playing a bigger role in the fight against terrorism. About eight in ten
share this view when it comes to the fight against unemployment (81%), the promotion of democracy
and peace in the world (80%) and the fight against tax fraud (78%).
Interestingly, when we look at the biggest evolutions, the share of people who call for more EU action is
growing in particular for the equal treatment of men and women (+20) and the environmental protection
(+16).

Men, managers and students are more inclined to consider the EU action about right
Results vary by gender and overall men are more likely to consider the EU action as adequate. Young people (15-24 years old) and students tend to take this stance more often than the other socio-demographic
categories.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “House Persons”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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SWEDEN
Rising awareness of EU action in most policy areas
Trends over the past two years show a widespread appreciation among Swedish citizens of what the EU
has been delivering. The share of respondents who consider that EU action is adequate has increased in all
areas tested in the survey, except for the environmental protection. The main evolutions acknowledging
the EU action concern: the fight against unemployment (+14 percentage points increase), industrial policy
(+13), the fight against terrorism (+12) and the protection of external borders (+12). The forth chart depicts
an interesting change in the Swedish public opinion which relates to the protection of external borders:
the emergent feeling that the EU action is adequate mirrors the dwindling number of people who consider the EU action insufficient. This inverts the majority of opinions among respondents who are now more
likely to believe that the EU is acting adequately in this field.
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However, opinions are still divided on whether the EU has done enough
While in seven of the policy areas a majority of Swedes consider the current EU action appropriate, there
are still eight policy areas in which they mostly feel that this is insufficient. This is the case in particular for:
the issue of migration (69%), environmental protection (66%), the promotion of democracy and peace in
the world (58%) and equal treatment of men and women (57%).

Swedes call for more EU action especially on environmental protection and promotion of democracy and peace
Despite the overall improved perception of the EU action, a majority of Swedes still call for more intervention for eleven of the policy areas under exam, excluding agriculture, industrial policy, economic policy
and foreign policy.
The areas in which Swedish citizens primarily expect more EU action are environmental protection (85%),
the promotion of democracy and peace in the world (83%) equal treatment of men and women (79%),
the issue of migration (78%) and the fight against terrorism (75%).

Men and young people more likely to consider the EU action adequate
In terms of socio-demographic analysis men are overall more likely to say that the EU action is about right.
A similar pattern can also be observed for the 15-24 years old respondents when compared to the older
generations.
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NB: Please treat with caution the data for the category “unemployed”. The sample for this group is too small to be considered statistically significant.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Awareness of EU action is only growing for
the protection of external borders and the issue on migration
UK citizens’ evaluation on how EU has acted over the past two years is very different from the ones observed for the other Member States. In this country, the people who feel that the EU action is currently
sufficient is higher than those who consider it inadequate in ten of the policy areas tested in the survey.
Nevertheless, comparing results from 2016 with 2018, the share of respondents in the United Kingdom
who consider that EU action is adequate generally dropped. The only significant positive evolutions are
observed for the protection of external borders (+7) and the issue of migration (+5). A very slight move, but
within the margin of error, is registered also for the fight against terrorism and the promotion of democracy
and peace in the world.
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EU action is still insufficient on terrorism, tax fraud, migration and unemployment
In the United Kingdom, a relative majority of citizens believe that the EU has not done enough when it
comes to five key policy domains only: The fight against terrorism (46%), the fight against tax fraud (45%),
the fight against unemployment and the issue of migration (both at 43%) and the protection of external
borders (40%). Yet, compared to 2016, those who share this opinion has declined drastically, with a maximum decrease of 18 percentage points for the protection of external borders.

They call for more EU action, especially to fight against terrorism, to promote democracy and peace and to combat tax fraud
British citizens widely believe that the EU should intervene more than it currently does. This is in particular
the case for the fight against terrorism (72%), the promotion of democracy and peace in the world (69%),
the fight against tax fraud (67%) and the environmental protection (66%). In seven other policies, at least
one in two share the same opinion.

Women are less likely to consider the EU action adequate than men
In terms of socio-demographic analysis, a clear pattern emerges on gender differences: men are overall
more likely to say that the EU action is about right. This is also the case for the younger respondents (15-24
and 25-39 years old) in most of the policy domains.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Coverage:

EU28

Interviews:

27.601 Europeans

Population:

General population aged 15 or more

Methodology: Face-to-face
Fieldwork:

11 to 22 April 2018, survey conducted by Kantar Public

Note
The results of a survey are estimates and their accuracy depends on the sample size and the observed
percentage. For around 1000 interviews (sample size generally used at the level of a Member State), the
real percentage fluctuates between the following confidence intervals:

Observed
percentages
Margins of
error

10% or 90%

20% or 80%

30% or 70%

40% or 60%

50%

+/- 1,9 points

+/- 2,5 points

+/- 2,7 points

+/- 3,0 points

+/- 3,1 points
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